YOUR ADVANTAGES

- Admissible total weight up to 44 t possible (= pay load approximately 28 t)
- Shifting truck transport to rail = reduction of CO₂ emission per tonne and kilometer 54g CO₂ are saved
- In combined transport this equates to a reduction of 2/3 of CO₂ emissions*
  (* According to the transport emission model (TREMOD) by the IFEU-Instituts in Heidelberg)

Fixemer is specialized in FTL consignments. Thanks to the extensive network of clients and partners, the company is one of the most effective transport service providers in Europe. Since 1951 the Fixemer Group has been continuously expanding its international haulage networks and is one of the pioneers in the development of transport links in Eastern Europe. Using a large number of our own trailers, we exploit the advantages of intermodal transportation by sea, rail and road - thus saving resources and protecting the environment.

The effectiveness of our Total Quality Management system has been confirmed by ISO certification and the safety and quality assessment system of the European Chemical Industry Council.

- Quality management in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001
- Environmental management in accordance with DIN EN ISO 14001
- SQAS Safety and Quality Assessment System

FIXEMER

EQUIPMENT

- 13,6m Mega-Trailer with 3,00m interior height + hydraulic roof top
- GPS-Tracking for all transport routes

LOAD SECURING

- 20 x belts (500 daN min. 8m with lever ratchets and J-hooks acc. to EN 12195-2 and MOT approved)
- Certified according VDI 2700 and for transport of beverages according to EN 12642 code XL

CONTACT

e-mail: anfrage@fixemer.com
phone: +49 30 400 330 1200

www.fixemer.com